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Tunneling through the gap and diffraction by a semi-infinite electrode plane shear wave propagating in the upper half

The compound piezoelectric space consisting of two identical half-space of 6 mm class, divided by a vacuum gap of finite width is considered. The edge of the lower semi-space covered with a thin semi-infinite grounded metal layer (electrode). The problem of tunnelling through the gap and diffraction by a semi-infinite electrode plane shear wave propagating in the upper half is investigated. A closed solution of the problem is constructed. Asymptotic formulas defining characteristics of electro elastic field in the lower half-space are received.

On contact problem of interaction of thin-walled stringers with infinite plate weakened by semi-infinite crack

Elastic infinite plate, weakened by a semi-infinite crack reinforced by limited stringers, perpendicular to the line of the crack. In the framework of plate generalized plane stress is investigated interaction of these two types of stress concentrators. At various locations on the stringers and the end of the crack for different values of physical and geometrical parameters of the problem is investigated variation of the intensity at the end of the crack.

The minimization of the fuel expenses when cosmic device going through the complanar elliptic and hyperbolic orbits.

Geometric characteristics of double-impulse cotangential transfers between coplanar elliptic and hyperbolic orbits laced arbitrary are investigated. The elaborated algorithm permits to show the movement of cosmic device and to get exact theoretical solution of the task of the optimisation of transtens between of the given orbits on the fuel expenses.
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We describe an efficient method for construction of solution axisymmetric static contact problems of elasticity theory for a continuously inhomogeneous (functionally graded) coatings, that allows to obtain an approximate solution in analytical form. It is assumed that the elastic modulus varies arbitrarily with depth of the coating. The stress-strain state of the coating is analyzed due to numerical experiment with the coatings which elastic modulus are described with continuously smooth non-monotonic function with the changing of derivation sign. Several numerical examples for different contact problems are considered in detail.
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Consider three-dimensional equations and boundary conditions micropolar theory of elasticity of an orthotropic body in a thin three-dimensional region of the plate. We introduce the dimensionless coordinates, the dimensionless quantities defining the problem and the dimensionless physical parameters. It turns singularly perturbed with a small parameter boundary problem. Three separate versions of the values imposed by the dimensionless physical
parameters. Used the asymptotic method of integrating three-dimensional equations of micropolar elasticity theory in this case for an orthotropic body. Based on this internal problem, obtain general two-dimensional equations of bending of orthotropic micropolar elastic thin plates with independent fields of displacements and rotations; with constrained rotation, <<with small shift rigidity>>. In the future we will build boundary layer task micropolar orthotropic plate and examine the interaction of internal (two-dimensional) problem with a boundary layer problem.
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The plane strain state of compound half-plane, containing absolutely rigid thin inclusion at the junction line of different materials, is considered. The one side of inclusion is coupled with matrix rigidly, and the other is considered under conditions of smooth contact. It is assumed that the compound plane is deformed under action of absolutely rigid punch, pressed in free bound of half-plane. The system of singular integral equations for problem is deduced. The behavior of unknown functions at the end-points of inclusion is analyzed depending on physical parameters. The solution of problem is built by the method of orthogonal polynomials.
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On mixed problem for orthotropic plane with crack
In this article the exact solution of mixed problem for orthotropic plane, which contains the absolutely rigid thin inclusion on one of the principal direction and when one of the long side of inclusion wholly coupled with plane, and the other side is torn off the matrix is built.
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It is considered the two-dimensional equations and boundary conditions generalized plane strained state micropolar theory of elasticity of an orthotropic material in a thin rectangular area. We introduce the dimensionless coordinates, the dimensionless quantities and the dimensionless physical parameters defining the problem. The result is a singularly-perturbed with a small parameter (dimensionless half-rectangle) boundary value problem. Three separate versions of the values of the dimensionless physical parameters are considered. The asymptotic method is used.
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On interaction of a bending according to S. P. Timoshenko's theory bar of finite length and elastic semi-space
Problem of bend of a bar of finite length on elastic semi-space is considered in the framework of Timoshenko's theory when apart from vertical forces axial tangent forces are applied on the bend flexure of the bar.
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On uniform motion of absolutely rigid strips on inner surface of elastic infinite hollow cylinder
Considered axissymetric stress state of the infinite hollow cylinder when on the inner surface of the cylinder acts uniformly moving circular stamp and the outer surface is free of loads or rigidly clamped. The behavior of the contact stresses, acting under the stamp, in dependence on the physical and geometrical parameters of the cylinder is studied.
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Asymptotical approximations of three-dimensional equations of elasticity and viscoelasticity in the case of two-layer plates
In the paper the results of asymptotic methods of dynamic problem investigation for thin elastic plates and shells are used in the case of elastic and viscoelastic two-layer plates. The base of
research is the procedure of derivation of asymptotic approximations from the exact three-dimensional equations.
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*Choice of a rational mathematical model for estimating the hydrogenerator thrust bearing carrying capacity based on numerical solution of thermohydrodynamic problems*

The effectiveness and reliability of the thrust bearing depends on a number of design features and the presence of lubrication between the interacting surfaces, i.e. the formation of the oil-film wedge. The study investigates the influence of the basic geometric parameters of the thrust bearings on their carrying capacity. The authors studied the influence of various structural elements on the results of numerical analysis and selected the optimal hydrodynamic model to obtain reliable results with the least time consuming.
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*The research of contact phenomena during thin cutting elaboration of non-ferrous metals*

The process of chip forming and calculation of compressing tensions that have influencing on contact surfaces of cutting plate in dependence of cutting blade geometry and cutting temperature is discussed in the article.
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*Creep fracture problem of brittle materials.*

The brittle materials with the random damage distribution in small microvolumes are considered. The Weibull concept of brittle fracture is applied to formulate the creep fracture criterion. The probability methods are also introduced, when formulating the creep fracture law for ceramic materials. The kinetic equation for development of small defects with the random initial size distribution is proposed. The high temperature fracture criterion taking into account the interdependent processes of oxidation, deformation and fracture of crystalline phase of ceramic composites is formulated.
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*Two-dimensional mixed boundary problems of compound plane with cracks*

The two-dimensional problem of the theory of elasticity for compound plane consisting of two half-plane is considered with different elastic characteristic and existing between them finite cracks or semi-infinite cracks. Due to Fourier integral in bipolar system of coordinates the problems are solved closed with the help of Papkovich-Nejber function.
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*On the problem of electroelastic wave propagation in a layer*

Piezeoelectric materials of 6mm class are considered. The problem of interaction of an electromagnetic field with an elastic wave is addressed using the exact linear theory. The solution is compared to the one obtained based on quasi-static approximation. We illustrate how electromagnetic waves can be studied dependent upon the electromechanical connection.
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*Vibrations and stability of coaxial cylindrical shells with a clearance partially filled with fluid*

The problem of vibration and stability of coaxial circle cylindrical shells of finite length is considered when the region between the shells is partially filled with incompressible fluid. Frequencies of vibration of the hydroelastic system are found depending on the filling depth and the clearance thickness. The possibility of static stability loss of the inner shell under the influence of hydrostatic pressure is shown.
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*Non-linear flutter of orthotropic rectangular plate*

The problem of nonlinear flutter of orthotropic rectangular plate in a supersonic gas flow is considered. Investigations are done taking into account both types of nonlinearity: aerodynamic
It is shown that the account of aerodynamic nonlinearity (especially its asymmetrical square part) brings to the appearance of new types of dependences "amplitude-speed" as in up to critical stage, and the post-critical speeds.
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Mathematical modeling of impact processes and penetration and identification of soil media properties
We combine physical and mathematical simulation of the processes of impact and penetration of cylindrical rods to develop a computational-experimental method for identifying strain and strength characteristics of ground media in a wide range of pressure. The method of solving the oblique penetration problem on the basis of the plane section hypothesis is proposed. The results of verification show that one describes reasonably well both the resistance forces and the impact-induced trajectory deviation from the initial direction for a body of revolution. It is shown that, in comparison to the local interaction models known previously, the new algorithm provides a significant increase in the reliability of calculations of the oblique impact parameters and the penetration of bodies, which is due to taking into account the nonlinear dependences of the pressure on density and the yield strength on pressure, the irreversibility of bulk unloading, the separation character of the flow, and the unloading action of the free surface.
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Solution of the mixed problem of plane elasticity theory for a multy-connected domain with partially unknown boundary
The plane elasticity theory problem for convex polygon weakened by unknown equi- strong holes is considered. It is supposed that absolutely smooth rigid stamps with rectilinear bases are attached to each link of the external boundary of broken line. External concentrated forces applied to the stamps acted perpendicularly to the boundary. Under the action of these forces the stamps are moved only forward. The unknown contours are free from external forces. At each link of broken line of the boundary the normal displacements are constant and tangential stresses are equal to zero. It is required to define the unknown boundaries of equi- strong holes and the body stressed state.
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On interaction of periodic system of cracks in an elastic infinite plate with thin walled inclusions in the type of continuously distributed linear springs
A problem on the questions of the interaction of periodic system of cracks, situated on one direct in the elastic infinite plate with thin walled inclusions is considered. With this the thin walled inclusions are interpreted in the form of linearly deformed continuously distributed springs of definite rigidness under the tension, connecting on the some parts of the cracks edges.
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Electromagnetic field waves decomposition for the antiplane problem of the 23 class piezoelectric
The equations of the cubic symmetry materials for class 23 are received in the analogy with known equations of the quasi-hiperbolic approximation of piezoelectric materials of the hexagonal symmetry. The solution of the problems of the reflection from semispace boundary are bringing on that equations base.
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Reflection and refraction of an electroelastic shear wave in the case of the smooth contact between piezoelectric rhombic crystal of 222 class and elastic dielectric izotrop media
The reflection and refraction of a flat electroelastic shear wave at the smooth contact from border of a rhombic piezoelectric crystal of a class 222 and elastic dielectric izotrop media is considered. Are determined peak coeffition of arising waves. Is shown, that in a crystal there are accompanying superficial waves.
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*The experimental mechanics: innovative test methods*

Special methods are developed for an experimental estimate mutual and combined effect of processes of a friction and mechanical fatigue on functionality of materials and models of power systems in the difficult conditions of loading in tribofatigue wear-fatigue trials. They are based, as a rule, on innovative solutions (IS) which are inventions.
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*Specific energy dissipation and local fracture criterion of plastic bodies*

Analysis of the processes of brittle and elastic-plastic fracture is based on invariant J-integral in a nonlinear formulation, and represents the views of the plastic region in the neighborhood of the crack tip from the nonlinear elastic part of the body. It does not take into account the principal parameter that distinguishes the elasticity theory from the plasticity theory. It is the dissipation of mechanical work of internal forces. This parameter significantly exerts influence on the crack initiation and determines the velocity and the direction of its propagation.
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*About identification of nonuniform properties In the mechanic of the coupled fields*

Within the limits of the linear models of a mechanics of a continuous medium taking into account coherence of fields (a thermoelasticity, an electroelasticity) various aspects of identification of nonuniform mechanical properties of rigid bodies on the basis of data of acoustical sounding are considered. Feeble statement is formulated, various methods of statement of inverse problems are presented. Two basic statements of an inverse problem depending on type of the necessary additional information are studied - measuring of fields in a skew field or on its boundary line in some frequency range. The common approach to the identification problem, based on organization of repetitive process is generated. On each step of this process the direct problem and the linear ill-defined problem is solved. Various aspects of numerical implementation on the basis of a combination of finite-dimensional approximations and a method of a regularisation of A.N.Tikhonov are considered. The elementary instances about definition of nonuniform coefficient of thermal conductivity and the piezoelectric modulus for rod models and a layer are presented.
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*Boundary friction of the elastic cylinder with the cylindrical hole*

The plane contact problem about transfers of loading from elastic continuous cylinder in regular intervals rotating about the axis in the motionless not deformable cylindrical aperture which cross-section section has the ellipse form is considered. It is supposed, that the cylinder and an hole are in a mode of a boundary friction, deterioration of their surfaces and a thermal emission from a friction is thus considered. The problem is shown to the closed system of the nonlinear integrated equations. Full mathematical research of this system is spent on the basis of a principle of compressing displays in space of continuous functions. The approached analytical decision of a problem is received and its numerical analysis is resulted. Considered contact interaction of bodies can be discussed as model of the bearing of the sliding which loose leaf has elliptic cross-section section. Application in bearings of sliding of loose leaves of elliptic cross-section section gives the chance constructive way to improve mechanical characteristics of bearings by change of position and the sizes of such loose leaves. In that specific case a circular hole it turns out known results.
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*Tunneling of magneto–acoustic waves through a vacuum gap between the piezomagnetic and magnetostrictive half–spaces*

From magnetostrictive medium on the gap border falls elastic wave, which is accompanied by a magnetic field. On the gap border a part of the waves is reflected, the remainder part penetrates into the gap and excites an elastic wave refracted at the boundary of piezomagnetic medium. The amplitude of the reflected and refracted waves is defined. In the particular case when the
normal wave is present, the conditions are obtained, under which the piezomagnetic medium is not disturbed.
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On stressed state of a composite in form of a package composed of an arbitrary number of elastic circular cylinders under antiplane deformation
With application of Fourier series problem of determination of components of stress-strained state of a composite under antiplane deformation is considered when the composite is composed of finite number of circular cylinders.
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A modified rectangular finite-elements method for solving the tasks of plate bending
Modification of rectangular finite-elements method for solving tasks of plate banding is suggested that enhances opportunity to take into account the continuity of bending, torsional moments and transsection forces static and cinematic boundary conditions for all the points of contour of average plane of the plate
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Static stability of variable thickness ortotropic strips with account of transverse shear
Static stability of variable thickness ortotropic strips with account of transverse shear at various boundary conditions is considered. The obtained set of stability equations solved numerically by Ritz’s and collocation methods in various laws of variation of thickness and elastic constants. The results of calculation in some cases compared with known exact solutions.
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About the asymptotic analysis of solutions of correct and “incorrect on Adamar” problems for the elliptic equations of mathematical physics (Thermal conductivity)
By the asymptotic method are solved classically correct and “not correct on Adamars” problems of Dirichlet and Neumann for the elliptic equations of Poissons (and Laplace). By the deduced decisions it is revealed existing mutually and unequivocally communication between classically correct and not correct boundary conditions with any in advance chosen asymptotic accuracy. It is proved that at set on longitudinal borders of a strip (or plates) the infinite sizes algebraic multinomials the boundary conditions, the received decisions of boundary problems mathematical exact, continuous and unique. The decision of classically correct problem identically coincidenses with the decision corresponding “not correct on Adamars” problems.
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To definition of shear deformation of metal materials under creep conditions
The construction technique of uniaxial diagrams on torsion at final deformations by results of tests of solid round samples (non-uniform stress state) using kinetic creep equations and damageability in the power form is offered. Materials in which initial curves of creep at constant stress and temperatures in normalized variables are geometrically similar are investigated. For such materials intensity of deformation process is estimated by capacity of the specific energy dissipated in the creep process and the measure of material damage is the value of normalized power of irreversible creep deformations. Results of experimental researches in field of stretching till torsion at constant intensity of stress up to destruction with processing by the offered technique are given. The considered kinetic equations were approved at torsion of solid round samples of aluminum alloys AMG-6M and AK4-1T with constant rate of a corner of a twisting. Satisfactory compliance of the experimental and settlement data is obtained.


Study of Contact and Internal Stresses in Metal-Metalloid Coatings at Friction
The thin metal-metalloid coatings have high hardness, hence, high wear resistance; that's why they can be used in tribology. The study of frictional contact of such coatings is important for
the optimization of their tribological characteristics. The coating consists of two layers, which are in perfect adhesion with each other and with the substrate material. Elasticity modulus of the upper layer is greater than the substrate modulus, the second layer is essentially thinner than the upper layer, and the material of this layer is the softest. Under assumption that the influence of friction on the distribution of contact normal stresses is negligible, axisymmetric contact problem is considered for an elastic counterbody; two models of the coating were used to solve the problem. The first model is a three-layered elastic half-space with the perfect adhesion between the layers. The mechanical characteristics and the thickness of the second layer make it possible to use the Winkler layer as a model. In this case an approximate model of two-layered elastic half-space with imperfect adhesion at the interface is considered. For both models we use the previously developed numerical-analytical method of solution based on Hankel integral transforms. The technique of the coating deposition makes it possible to vary the thickness and hardness of the upper layer. For different loads we compare the results of the contact problem solution based on two models of the coating. For some cases the difference between the contact pressure distributions is negligibly small. These results were used to calculate the subsurface stresses inside the upper layer for the case of sliding friction. This calculation of internal stresses is three-dimensional problem, which is solved using double Fourier integral transforms and the boundary element method. The influence of the value of friction coefficient on the stress concentration is considered.
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Modeling of the friction interaction of rough bodies
The model to study the combined effect of the imperfect elasticity, microgeometry, and adhesion interaction on contact characteristics and friction force in sliding contact of rough bodies is developed. The model is based on the solution of the 2-D contact problem for the wavy indenter sliding over the viscoelastic foundation in the presence of the molecular adhesion in the gap between contacting surfaces. It follows from the model analysis that increasing of the molecular adhesion leads to increasing of the real contact area, to transition from the discrete contact to saturated one for the lower nominal contact pressure; and to increasing of the friction force.
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Internal waves in open seas and their critical influence on the object infostructures of hydrocarbons extraction and transportation
The propagation of free internal waves in randomly stratified ocean and its decrements of damping are determined. Program based on the finite element approach solution of the homogeneous boundary value problem for determining the spectrum and the corresponding modes of vertical and horizontal components of velocity of free internal waves are developed. This program, which allows the on-line to find the characteristics of internal waves directly into the sailing, just after the "live" performance measurement aquatic CTD - sensing. Calculations of the characteristics of internal waves in the areas of extraction and transportation of hydrocarbons - North, Barents and Okhotsk Sea, seasonal and spatial characteristics of their distribution are studied.
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Definition of reinforcing bar anchorage distance in reinforce concrete structure
The article presents a new method for definition of reinforcing bar anchorage distance, elaborated on the basis of research, conducted by the photo-elasticity. The presented new method allows to consider the influence of modules of elasticity for concrete and reinforcing bar on the anchorage length. In addition, the comparative analysis of an offered methodology with similar methods has been conducted.
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On a mixed boundary problem for elastic wedge in case of antiplane strain
In this paper deals with a mixed boundary problem for an elastic isotropic wedge of arbitrary angle opening in case of antiplane strain when the displacement component is given on an arbitrary finite set of segments on one side of the wedge and the component of tangential stresses on the remaining part of that side as well as on the other one.

Grigoryan E.Kh., Hovhanisyan H. V. 214

_A Contact problem for a piecewise homogeneous infinite plate strengthened with a semi-infinite elastic stringer_

In the present paper, a contact problem is considered for a piecewise homogeneous infinite elastic plate consisting of two semi-infinite plates with different elastic characteristics and strengthened with a semi-infinite elastic stringer. The problem is formulated as a singular integral equation, with a kernel consisted of a singular and regular parts. The solution of the above-mentioned equation is based on the generalized Fourier integral transformation, which is reduced to a solution of a functional equation, which makes possible to construct a closed solution of the problem in an integral form.

Ghulghazaryan G.R., Srapionyan Dj.L. 219

_The vibrations of a thin elastic orthotropic circular cylindrical shell with free ends and rigid – clamped boundary generatrices_

The problem of existence of free vibrations of a thin elastic orthotropic non-closed circular cylindrical shell with free ends and rigid – clamped boundary generatrices is investigated. Using the system of equations corresponding to the classical theory of orthotropic cylindrical shells dispersion equations and asymptotic formulas for finding the natural frequencies of possible types of vibrations are derived. An asymptotic link between the dispersion equations of problem in hand and analogous problem for the rectangular plate is shown. Also, a link between the dispersion equations of the problem in hand and the boundary-value problem for the semi-infinite orthotropic non-closed circular cylindrical shell with the free end, when on the boundary gynematics are rigid – clamped edges is shown. On the examples of non-closed orthotropic shells with different lengths approximate values of the dimensionless characteristics of the natural frequency and the attenuation characteristics of the corresponding modes are derived.
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_Asymptotic of the natural vibrations of orthotropic shells for conditions of first boundary-value problem on the facial surfaces_

The problem of the natural vibrations of orthotropic shells for conditions of the first boundary-value problem on the facial surfaces is considered. Using asymptotic method of solution of singularly perturbed differential equations, asymptotic orders of the stresses tensor components and the displacement vector are found basing on the dynamic equations of the three-dimensional problem of elasticity theory. Dispersion equations of the natural vibrations are derived. The principal values of the frequencies and forms of natural vibrations are obtained. The contribution of the high approach is considered and the values of the frequencies and forms of s=1 approach are brought.

Darbinyan A.Z. 229

_Problem of thermoelasticity of the rectangular ribbed plates at the bend_

In this work the case of joint action on the plate intensified on the edges by stiffening ribs of transverse load and temperature field is discussed. Are obtained the solutions, which satisfy the conditions for the hinged support of plate on its opposite edges and the conditions for elastic support on the free edges. The numerical realization of problem is produced. Is determined the value of temperature, with which the plate practically does not undergo bend.
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_Diffraction of shear plane wave on the semi-infinite crack in piezoelectric media with p infant metallic thin layer_
A problem of diffraction of shear plane wave in piezoelectric media containing parallel semi-infinite crack and infinite metallic thin layer (electrod) is considered. The problem is reduced to solving functional equations of Riemann’s problem of the theory analytic functions. The problem closed solution expressing the wave electroelastic field in piezoelectric space. It is shown that existence of semi-infinite crack leads to appearance of surface waves.
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Riemann waves and solitons in nonlinear Cosserat media

The possibility of formation of solitons and their periodic analogue is considered in the problem of propagation of nonlinear shear and rotation wave. In the problem of propagation of a nonlinear thermoelastic longitudinal and rotational wave study of evolution of a Riemann wave in the medium without damping in a medium with damping. Results depending on the coordinates of points overturning Riemann waves on the parameters of the material were found.
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Experimental research of non-stationary pseudoshock waves in channels of uniform cross-section

Studying shock-wave flows arising at supersonic flow deceleration till subsonic speed in the channel is the important problem of fluid mechanics. At the same time, the majority of such researches are conducted for stationary regimes. In this work possibility of active control of shock-wave flows is shown, using periodic influence on an air stream. For the first time speed of pseudoshock moving in plane and axisymmetric channels is measured. The ways of flow control and burning regimes in a supersonic air stream which can be used at the organization of effective heat supply in combustion chambers of perspective high-speed engines have been proposed and tested.

Zaitsev A. V., Zlobin N. G., Isaev O. Yu., Smirnov D. V., Khanov A. M. ............................................ 244

Mathematical model for usage and refined strength analysis of nanostructured flexible graphite o-ring seals

A mathematical model for thermoelastic deformation of seals is developed taking into account a cylindrical nature of anisotropy type of flexible graphite, experimental data for elastic, strength and thermophysical characteristics of materials (the properties differ in radial, hoop and generatrix directions). An initial operation mode of O-ring seals, produced on a large scale and used for rod seal in the gland cocks, has been considered. The influence of thermoforce loading conditions on the character of stress-strain distributions along cross-sections of seals and seal packs has been investigated using numerical FEM solutions of 3D stationary boundary value problems. Estimation of real damage mechanisms (i.e. damage from tension or compression in radial, hoop and axial directions, and from transversal and antiplane shear) affection on initial strength, a comparison of different loading modes (i.e. reciprocating motion in sealing bush or opposite direction, and torsion of the rod), height and conditions on contact surfaces (i.e. ideal contact, friction or slip) between seals on the maximum values of radial, hoop, axial and shear stresses have been calculated. The locations of damaged domains obtained from computational experiments are in a good agreement with the results of O-ring seals experience.
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Elastic equilibrium state of heavy anisotropic axial- and central-symmetric bodies which are fixed on the external surfaces

Using decomposition of hoop and radial components of displacement vector to the trigonometrical and generalized power series, the new exact analytical solutions to problems on equilibrium state of thick-walled heavy anisotropic central- and axial-symmetric bodies, which are fixed on the external surfaces and are subject to the action of uniform internal lateral pressure, are obtained. The estimation of an initial strength of cylindrical and spherical solid-cast mine working supports is carried out on the basis of a multicriteria approach taking into account real damage mechanisms (i.e. damage from tension or compression in radial, hoop and
axial directions, and from transversal and antiplane shear) of anisotropic axial- and central-
symmetric bodies.
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Method of fictitious loadings in a contact problems of elasticity theory on an example of a
problem of a hard stamp movement on border of an elastic semi-surface
Methods of boundary elements (MBE) can be successfully used when computing many
problems of elasticity theory. One of the MBE is called the Method of fictitious loadings
(MFL). The basis of the MFL, as well as MBE, is constituted by the presentation of any solution
as linear combination of some basic solutions of the elasticity theory with indeterminated
coefficients which are determined from boundary conditions of the concrete problem. The MFL
can be successfully used when computing contact problems of elasticity theory. The
demonstration of the MFL as an example of a problem of a hard stamp subsonic movement on
border of an elastic semi-surface is given in this article. In this problem it’s required to
determine the deflected mode of elastic environment and to find a contact region of stamp with
environment. In this article numerical solution results are produced, where the stamp has a
foundation like a parabola when the velocity is less than the Rayleigh wave velocity and vice
versa.
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Reconstruction of damaged state and fatigue strength of composite materials
In this paper we propose a method for reconstruction of cracks in layered composites based on
modeling of their internal heat sources and measuring the temperature of a portrait of the body.
By using the reciprocity theorem for a body with defects and without them, as well as some
analytic test solutions, formulas for determining the rates interface boundary containing the
defect and the coordinates of an interior point of the defect are obtained. The second section of
the work associated with the decision of the urgent problem of determining the resource
polymer composite reinforced structures subjected to mechanical and climatic influences (such
as helicopter rotor blades.). A finite-element modeling package ANSYS representative volume
of the composites and calculated their fatigue strength. The results of numerical experiments to
determine the defects and fatigue strength of composite materials. The numerical calculations
have shown high accuracy of the method.

V. N. Zimin 264
Space systems: constructions and models
Large-area antennae of multipurpose on-board radio-engineering equipment as well as large-
size solar batteries for space vehicles power supply belong to most important systems that have
a great influence on Earth satellite development. Large-dimensioned structures are delivered into
the orbit in folded state. There they are deployed into the working state. Reliability of the deploy
requires solution of complicated tasks of mechanics. So, only application of considered complex
models for folded structure deploy can provide a high reliability of large transformable space
system.

Kazakov K.E. 269
On a contact of foundations with coatings and punches with complicated base profile
The problem of contact interaction between a foundation with a coating and a rigid punch
whose surface is described by a certain function was studied in [1–3]. The solution of this
problem was obtained as a series in normed polynomials, for example Legendre polynomials.
Soon it became clear that, in the cases where the punch base shape is described by oscillating
functions the solution representation as a series in classical orthogonal polynomials is
inefficient. It allows us to perform calculations only for punches whose base shape is well
described by a finite small number of polynomials. The approach described in this paper allows
us to perform calculations for a punches, whose base forms are described by oscillating
functions. We consider plane contact problems. We present the statements of the problems and
derive their basic mixed integral equation. The solution of this equation is constructed by using the Manzhirov generalized projection method [4].
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*Magnetoelastic vibrations of perfect conductive transversely isotropic elastic layer in external longitudinal magnetic field*

Within the framework of elasticity theory plane problem, the propagation of magnetoelastic waves in an transversely isotropic layer is considered. The layer surfaces are free from mechanical stresses. The layer is immersed in external constant magnetic field, direction of which coincides with direction of magnetoelastic wave. The layer has properties of perfect conductor. The dispersion equation is derived and in long wave approximation the equation of bending vibration of thin magnetoelastic plate is derived.

Karapetyan K.A. ...............................................................................................................................278

*The influence of symmetry infringement of the reinforcement on deformative behavior of glassplastic tubes under the axial tension*

The influence of angle deviation from the given zero ($\varphi=0^\circ$), caused by technological process and changing within limits $\varphi=6-8^\circ$, on the deformativibility of glassplastic tubes under the axial tension is considered. It is revealed that the relation of the axial deformations of samples with $\varphi=8^\circ$ and $\varphi=0^\circ$ practically doesn’t depend on the level of stress under the short time tests and the duration of observation in case of creep. A qualitatively analogous phenomenon was detected in case of the relation shear and axial deformations for tubes with the deviating reinforcement, too.

Kashirskaya E.N. ...............................................................................................................................283

*Effect of fatigue stress on resistance metal cutting tools*

Proposed a generalized approach to describe the fatigue failure in the cutting tool that based on the theory of random point processes.

Kerobyan A. V. ..................................................................................................................................287

*Contact Problem for the Elastic Half-Plane Strengthened by Heterogeneous Elastic Stringers of different length in the presence of the interlayer*

This work observes contact problem for the elastic half-plane strengthened by the heterogeneous elastic stringers (overlays) which consists of two semi-infinite pieces and one separated finite piece with another elastic characteristics. It is supposed that contact interaction in all parts is realized through a thin layer of glue (another physicomechanical characteristics) and stringers are deformed under the action of horizontal forces. Using generalized Fourier transforms the determinational problem of unknown contact stresses are reduced to the systems of integral equations Fredholm second kind within the different intervals, which in the case of all admissible values characteristic parameters of problem in the space of Banach may be solved by the method of successive approximations. The particular cases are observed and the character of the change contact stresses is illustrated in the different contact parts.

Kirakosyan R. M., Stepanyan S. P. .................................................................................................292

*On the stability of orthotropic plate-layer, taking into account its own weight and transvers shear*

The collocation method is used to solve the problem of stability of an orthotropic plate-layer, taking into account its own weight and transverse shear S.A.Ambartsumian’s precised theory of anisotropic plates is used. We consider two variants of boundary conditions. We present the dimensionless critical values of loads. Qualitative and quantitative conclusions. analyzing the results are made.

Kovaleva E.D. ....................................................................................................................................297

*Application of an asymptotic approach to problems of scattering acoustic waves by elastic spherical shells*
Application of asymptotic models to problems of scattering of stationary acoustic waves by elastic spherical shells for different value of the relative thickness is considered. A procedure is proposed for constructing an approximate solution, based on matching the expansions of three different asymptotic models of the interaction of the elastic shell with the acoustic medium. In the vicinities of zero frequency the refined Kirchhoff-Love theory of long-wave low-frequency approximation of the elasticity equations is applied. In the vicinities thickness resonance frequency long-wave high-frequency approximations are employed. Outside the vicinities of zero spherical and thickness resonance frequency vibrations of a shell correspond to short-wave motions. Here a flat layer model is used. It is shown for enough small value of the relative thickness that the flat layer model has overlap regions both the refined Kirchhoff-Love theory and the theories associated with long-wave high-frequency approximations. The boundary of the field application of asymptotic models in dependence from value the relative thickness of the spherical shell is obtained. A comparison of numerical data corresponding to asymptotic and exact solutions for middle value the relative thickness shows that the proposed procedure is applicable in frequency regions to first the frequency thickness resonance.

Kovalev V.A., Radayev Y.N. ............................................................................................................. 302

Classical symmetry groups of three-dimensional equations of the mathematical theory of perfect plasticity

Group analysis of the non-linear system of partial differential equations describing three-dimensional perfectly plastic equilibrium state is carried out. The Tresca yielding criterion is employed to formulate the system to be analysed. Stress state is presumed correspond to an edge of the Tresca prism thus allowing formally consider the static equations independently on the flow rule. The system of static equilibrium equations is represented in the stress principal lines co-ordinate net (isostatic net). By the aid of the standard algorithms of the group analysis of the partial differential equations the symmetry group of this system is obtained.

Kovalev V.A., Radayev Y.N. ............................................................................................................ 307

Algebra symmetry groups of three-dimensional equations of the mathematical theory of perfect plasticity

The corresponding Lie algebra and a first order optimal system of subalgebras of the symmetry group of three-dimensional partial differential equations of the mathematical theory of plasticity are studied. The optimal system in the three-dimensional case is shown consist of 1 three-parametric, 9 two-parametric, 45 one-parametric and 95 individual infinitesimal generators. It is proved that plane strain equations determine the seven-dimensional Lie algebra; a first order optimal system of its subalgebras consists of 1 two-parametric, 7 one-parametric and 19 individual infinitesimal generators. In the case of axial symmetry the system of partial differential equations is characterized by the five-dimensional Lie algebra; a first order optimal system of its subalgebras consists of 1 one-parametric and 20 individual infinitesimal generators.

Kovrizhnykh A. M. ............................................................................................................................ 312

Shear model for creep strain and failure of material

Shear model for accumulation of damage in solid bodies under irreversible strain is proposed. Irreversible strain is believed to be formed under in-plane shears. Normal strain varies proportionally to a respective shear at directions, normal to shear planes [1, 2]. This approach makes it possible to give due consideration of the fracturing and pore development without applying Kachanov–Rabotnov kinetic equation for damage [3, 4]. Material failure is initiated when the maximum shear reaches the critical value and results in the shear-strength loss. The model, based on the maximum shear stress and the exponential law, provided the grounds to solve the problems on strain and failure of an elastic-creeping body at the stages of nonstationary and stationary creep. The study objects are cylindrical and spherical cavities in an infinite body under internal pressure, pure bending of a rectangular cross section bar, and torsion of a round bar. Stresses, creep strains, fracture start time and complete failure time, as
Numerical modeling of dependence of effective elastic characteristics of materials quartz matrix – biotit type from concentration and the shape of inclusion has been spent. Quartz crystallites have isometric shapes, inclusions of biotit were modeled by ellipsoids of revolution with a main semiaxis oriented in \( z \) direction. Isotropic orientations distribution function (ODF) was considered for quartz crystallites, axial ODF in \( z \) direction (coaxial with 6th order axis of biotit) was used for biotit inclusions. The calculated effective elastic modules were used for the determination of the parameter of anisotropy in \( z \) direction.

Asymptotic theory of transient waves in thin shells

The paper devoted to mathematical modeling of transient wave propagation in thin shell by asymptotic methods based on exact three-dimensional elasticity. Longitudinal actions of tangential, bending and normal types are considered. An asymptotic model of wave propagation in a semi-infinite shell of rotation is used, which employs the two-dimensional Kirchhoff-Love (tangential and flexural) components, the solutions of the quasiplane problem of elasticity, the parabolic boundary layer near the quasifront, and the hyperbolic boundary layer near the expansion wave front.

Thermomechanics space reinforced and thermodecaying composites

The features of thermodeformation space reinforced and thermodecaying composite materials on the basis of carbon are stated from uniform thermodynamic positions. The basic system of the defining equations is formulated. The approach to identification of characteristics of components of space reinforced composites is offered. Results of numerical modeling the temperature fields and stresses in structures are presented.

Analytical and numerical research of incompressible finite deformable solids

At this paper two methods for solving of problems for hyperelastic bodies are considering. The first method is to use the Eriksen universal deformations. The second method is to find minimum of energy functional. The Mooney-Rivlin potential for incompressible material is used. The experimental method for identification the material constants is proposed.

On influence of thermo electrical pulse electroplastic effect under simultaneous and separately action of electrothermal field and mechanical loading

The properties material consisted from periodical representative elements with microdefects (cylindrical micropores, flat microcracks) is investigated. Firstly the separate elements is considered. The simultaneous and separate loading of thermoelectrical and mechanical is considered taking into account microdefects of material. The main defect is finding closing of the cracks under electric pulse on the first stage of loading and after due to thermomechanical localization on the ands of cracks and melting the material leads to increasing its porosity. It is shown that the presence of circular cylindrical defects under the influence of an electric current appears weak concentration of temperature, while for planar cuts (microcracks), this concentration is very essential. A further electric shocks to the representative element with cylindrical defects does not lead to their closure due to the small compressive displacement. This result is repeated for the sample with an ordered structure of representative elements. This phenomenon leads to an increase of the strength of the sample, but due to the application of electric current it leads to simultaneously thermal softening of the material. The material
ordered structure of the defects under simultaneous action of electric field and the tension is
softening and the increase in the yield plateau. These results clarify the mechanism of change of
material properties of termoelektroplastic model.

Lokoshchenko A.M. ......................................................................................................................... 340

Some problems of creep and creep rupture of metals
Yu.N.Rabotnov has formulated the theory of metals creep in his monograph [1]. This theory is
founded on state equation with structure parameters, which are determined by systems of
kinetic equations. Below some problems are considered, which are connected with new special
kinds of kinetic equations for circumscription of experimental data. The method is suggested of
measuring of structural damage, which is accumulated in metals during a high-temperature
creep process in uniaxial extension. A new approach is suggested for the modeling of creep and
creep rupture of metals under the simultaneous influence of mechanical loads at a complex
stress state and an environment. The possibilities of vectorial interpretation of damage
parameters are considered for modeling of creep rupture at stationary and unstationary complex
stress states.
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Experimental and theoretical study of the high temperature creep shortening for a circular
cylinder
We considered some problems of a circular cylinder, when it is pressed between two meeting
rigid die tools under high temperature creep. The theoretical solution proposed takes in account
nonlinearity of its physical and geometric properties. Experimental study was carried out on a
high temperature press in Mechanics Institute at the Lomonosov Moscow State University.
Additional experimental tests allowed to find creep characteristics of the cylinder material under
high temperature. It has been as a result established that at shortening the cylinder to some set
height different kinematic–power programs it is possible to save about 20 % of energy.